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Optimal and privacy-aware resource management in
AIoT using osmotic computing

Vishal Sharma, Tan Teik Guan, Saurabh Singh, Pradip Kumar Sharma

Abstract—Critical infrastructure comprising on-demand de-
vices, including secondary servers, comes into play when a
situation like an overload is involved. The on-demand servers
and devices require smart management solutions that form an
integral part of Artificial Intelligence of Things (AIoT). This work
considers AIoT as a combination of Mobile-Internet of Things
(M-IoT) and AI requiring immediate response, secondary support
system, and computational resources. Privacy in AIoT is always a
concern when sharing information as intruders can eavesdrop on
the settings of the system. This paper uses an osmotic computing
paradigm, which enables the derivation of strategies to decide
on the methods of sharing services via optimal and privacy-
aware resource management in AIoT. A safety competition is
built on top of configuration rewards that help to attain privacy-
by-design. The contributions of this work are expressed using
theoretical analysis and numerical simulations.

Index Terms—Osmotic computing, privacy-aware, resource
management, Internet of Things, Mobility.

I. INTRODUCTION

Resource management ensures that the network is available
to handle unscheduled or emergency tasks required for sup-
porting excessive service requests, setup of rescue operations
and even deploying on-demand nodes facilitated by edge
computing [1], [2]. With the pressure of connecting billions of
intelligent devices and having mobile terminals as a part of the
Internet of Things (IoT), the intensity of migrating the services
and assuring the safety of operations are critical [3]. Most
recent works focus on service migration when an additional
load is encountered in the network or the case of a change in
the configuration of the network [4], [5]. These works utilize
cost functions and build a priority system to handle incoming
requests. This facilitation is covered as a part of resource
management. The management of resources demands high-
quality operations, better control, security and privacy which
withholds all the information that may help an intruder to pick
its target based on the service-requests [6], [7].

In the general model of resource management, the handling
entities are fixed in terms of count and location and do
not exhibit mobility. Such situations are comparatively easier
to tackle than those with mobile terminals. Further with
additional layers, the complexity of resource management
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increases. Self-configuration and self-learning like solutions
are a choice for these scenarios which bring the utilization of
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence into the service
migration and resource provisioning [8]. Artificial Intelligence
Internet of Things (AIoT) offers a wide range of applications
in robotics, surveillance, navigation, search and rescue, ad-
versary detection in cyber-physical systems, and autonomous
systems [9]. AI can facilitate security enhancements in IoT.
Specifically, AI can accelerate security management by sup-
porting quick training and learning of models [10]. The authors
in [10] have highlighted several aspects of using AI for fast
authentication in large-scale IoT. The authors explored pro-
gressive authorization and the use of classifiers for lightweight
authentication.

Privacy is no longer limited to IoT devices, but a necessary
consideration for resource management in large-scale IoT
setups. Leaking information during allocation causes an im-
mense loss to both the service providers as well as the infras-
tructure. Privacy becomes even a bigger issue when sensitive
information such as medical records are involved as a part
of IoT [11]. If the conditions of information are critical [12],
[13], the sensitivity of the setup increases, which needs to
ensure not only information but the parameters involved in
the decision of allocations are protected. An attacker may
take hold of the configuration and decide to attack the servers
based on their handling capacity. It is of utmost importance
that privacy is given due consideration along with resource
management under mission-critical and AI-empowered setup
of M-IoT devices. The network architecture must be such that
it supports the privacy of entities as well as the information and
can be dynamically adjusted. Thus, leading to the provision
of privacy-by-design.

To overcome this challenge, this article utilizes an osmotic
computing paradigm [14] that considers the infrastructure as
well as information and builds strategies of resource man-
agement following privacy-by-design. The model uses gap
rewards to decide on the privacy-aware characteristics and
ensures that the configurations of the network are unique and
prevents an attacker from deriving the details of the servers
involved in the handling of the services. This prohibits the
prediction of allocation of resources even if the configurations
of the available servers are the same. Such a mechanism is
attached by forming a safety competition driven by the service
graph. The analytical evaluations and numerical study help to
understand the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
model.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the network model with the utilization of reverse-osmotic computing [15].

A. Motivation, Problem Statement and Contributions

AIoT, comprising AI-empowered M-IoT, involves several
mobile entities incorporating a decentralized setup offering
intelligent, efficient, and reliable end-to–to-end transmissions
in mission-critical scenarios [16], [17]. These networks often
require a lot of reconfigurations and several load-balancing
solutions, which must ensure that the resources are appropri-
ately allocated. Here, resources are provided by the handling
servers and the load refers to the requests generated from
the end-users. However, along with decentralization, resource
management requires better privacy as an advertisement of
the handling servers can expose the network. An intruder
can prevent the network from handling the load and deny
services with a lot of unauthorized requests and spoofed
messages. While we expect that AI can partially alleviate such
attacks by detecting and denying false messages by managing
information flow, it also exposes the underlying configurations
and logic to other possible threats [18]. Such a situation can be
corrected through privacy-aware resource management, which
is the problem-statement of this work.

B. Our Contributions

The major contributions of this work are:

• An optimal and privacy-aware resource management
approach is presented using the osmotic computing
paradigm.

• The proposed model is built using the optimal control
theory [19], which ensures the formation of the resource
management providing privacy-by-design using the de-
sign principles in [20].

• The algorithms presented in this work help to identify
legitimate requests and support privacy-aware service
mapping using safety competition.

• Theoretical and numerical studies are used to evaluate the
proposed concepts.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND MEANING

Notation Meaning
S set of servers
A set of edge-based access points
W set of inter-zone handling switches
U set of users
N superset representing entire network
H set of mobile hubs
τ timestamp
Ψ optimal control function
M memory utilization rewards
C capacity rewards
R offered rate rewards
E energy utilization rewards
η reward decision constants
βi available memory in ith timestamp
mx memory utilization of a single process
X number of the processes
Ci request handling capacity of the network
ω requests per second
Ul left-out users
PR number of pending requests
HR number of successfully handled requests
Ri rate of the network
λ arrival rate of requests for a given number of processes
µ size of requests for a given number of processes
E expected average available energy
ε error rate for handling the given processes
Na set of available entities
αh associated Priori for the handling network entities
αp associated Priori for pending to respond network entities
ϑ reward balancing constant
SC safety competition
δ safety competition strategies
Γ(t) gap (configuration rewards)

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The entire solution uses an osmotic computing paradigm,
which involves the process of osmosis that helps balance the
concentration. The concentration is the ratio of the solute
to the solvent, which is mapped specifically to a computing
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problem to fit in the requirements of the system and settle
the given constraints. Table I lists different symbols used in
the system model. In this work, the filtering of services is
managed through reverse-osmosis that helps with the privacy-
preservation. Reverse osmosis uses selection criteria built on
the top of several governing equations to make sure that the
privacy of the system is always preserved when the service
requests are allocated to the servers. Different components
used in the proposed model (see Figure 1) and as a part of the
network infrastructure related to reverse-osmotic computing
are expressed below [8], [21]:

• Fixed-infrastructure as a solute: The components of the
network which cannot be shifted although modifications
to their settings can be performed as termed as a solute of
the network under osmotic computing. Devices that are
managed with power, memory and fixed bands are con-
sidered this part. The solute can be used to have different
optimization criteria. For example, having resources as
solute and then identifying optimizing services (solvent)
around the resources.

• Services as a solvent: Services including the user re-
quests, processes, authorization and access policies, and
deployment metrics are considered to be solvent. These
control the optimization criteria and privacy aspect of a
model.

• Rules as membrane: Criteria used to control the services
are done with the help of certain rules, which are related
to the membrane in osmosis. All the control algorithms
are included in this part of the osmotic computing.

• Load as concentration: It defines the ratio involving load
to the capacity, or load to the resources, etc. Concentra-
tion defines the configuration of the model and helps to
ensure that the model/network is always in a balanced
state and all the optimization criteria are fully met.

The network comprises a core regularly serving the users
through a set of servers denoted by S. These servers are
the backbone of the network and handle the global requests
coming from the end devices. These servers integrate public
and private cloud setup for the M-IoT, which can be used with
the majority of upcoming networks, such as 5G and beyond
communications, where several functions can be deployed on
these servers. These servers are connected to several edge-
based access points denoted by a set A. The intermediate
layer between the edge and the core includes another set
of inter-zone handling switches denoted by W . The users
in the network are the actual devices serving as M-IoT and
are represented by a set U . All the decisions to routing
and resource management are either taken at the edge- or
intermediate-layer. The entire network excluding the end-user
is denoted by a superset N . The mobility of the network
is affected by another component, termed as a mobile hub,
inspired by the network architecture used in [22] [15], which
is denoted by a set H, as shown in Figure 1. These mobile
hubs connect the access points and the switches and ensure
the connectivity between the switches and edge is always
maintained to facilitate the “Network-as-a-Service (NaaS)”
part of the model. The entire model is driven by the optimal

control theory [23], [24] which projects the NaaS and allows
effective and privacy-aware resource management to ensure
the regulated connectivity in the network even during the high
number of failures or unavailability of the components. To
understand the system, let τ be the timestamp when NaaS
needs to be invoked and services need to be shifted across
the edge or at the hub-switch architecture considering the
availability and making sure that the privacy of the network
remains intact. Let τ ′ (≤ τ ) be the timestamp until which
the system is safe and aware of its state and can decide on
a load of each node based on some set criteria to maximize
the reward of an optimal control function for a node in the
network (N ), defined as:

Ψτ ′(xi) = sup
0≤τ ′≤τ

Exi (M,C,R,E) , (1)

where xi defines the associated non-failure rewards w.r.t. N ,
M, C, R and E are the rewards associated with memory uti-
lization, capacity, offered rate, and energy utilization, respec-
tively. These metrics define the service-exchange as well as
the access points and servers that are involved in the resource
management.Let η1, η2, η3, and η4 be the reward decision
constants for memory utilization, capacity, offered rate, and
energy utilization, respectively, such that η1+η2+η3+η4 ≤ 1,
where lesser value is in case the system considers the residuals
as a part of the rewards. These constants prohibit exchange of
information related to the resources as an eavesdropper cannot
account for actual settings from these decision constants.
Following it, the rewards for memory are calculated as:

M =

τ ′∑
i=0

η1,i

βi − i∑
j=0

(X ×mx)

 , (2)

where βi is the available memory in the ith timestamp con-
sidered equivalent to a round, mx is the memory utilization
of a single process, X is the number of processes, which can
be presented using a continuous function f(X ) considering
that all involved entities are executing without a delay. For
simplicity,

∫
|N | f(X ) = 1, which means each of the involved

entity is performing at least a single computation in every
round. However, with practical constraints, it is believed that
f(X ) will be the arrival function operating with a Poisson
Distribution (f(X , z)=X

z. e−X

z! ), where z is the servers per
service in the network. Using capacity modelling,

C =

τ ′∑
i=0

(
η2,i

(
Ci −

ωi
|Ui,l| × |Si|

(
log

(
1 +

HR,i

PR,i

))))
,

(3)
where Ci is the request handling capacity of the network
subject to the availability of servers, ω is the requests per
second of the setup with Ul being the left-out users leading
to a certain number of pending requests, PR, and HR is the
number of successfully handled requests. The rate at which
the requests are handled impacts the rewards associated with
the optimal control. It also regulates the capacity of the entire
system. In the given model, the rate awards are modeled as:

R =

τ ′∑
i=0

(
η3,i

(
Ri −

(
λiX
µi

)))
, (4)
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where Ri is the rate of the network based on the arrival
rate of requests λ with a size, µ, for a given number of
processes. In the model, if memory is fixed, µ severely
impacts β. Considering that memory drives the model, and
the servers can accommodate requests based on their capacity,
the energy awards are marked by understanding the difference
between the expected average available energy, E , and the
actual consumption in a round, such that, prior to failures,
the awards are:

E =

τ ′∑
i=0

(
η4,i

(
Ei − sup

0≤j≤i
EX
(
Eg,j
βg,j

+
EN ,j
βN ,j

)))
, (5)

where Egβg is the energy per memory ratio for the generated
operations, j, and EN

βN
is the energy memory ratio for the

network at specified time. Based on the above formulation,
the objective of the resource management is given as

max (Ψτ ′(x)) , (6)

such that
sup

0≤τ ′≤τ
ε.Xτ ′−1, (7)

where ε is the error rate for handling the given processes.
The error rate can be accounted for a previous state that a
system has passed. It is to be noted that in practical situations
with critical failures, the action time of the network should
be minimum with zero tolerance. The optimal control theory
helps to operate through constraints to allow efficient shifting
of services with zero tolerance. This prevents an eavesdropper
from interfering with the network and even if it controls a
certain number of servers, the checkpoint will help ensure
the safety of the system. However, the entire model needs
to identify the safe points under the optimal control at which
the network can regain its state before any failure or attack.
Another constraint to follow is that the time to reach the
optimal point where the system is said to be safe, and it should
be critically lower than τ ′.

The shifting of services to facilitate resource management
under osmotic computing are based on the prior probabili-
ties [25], say for instance, κ, only for the network entities
excluding the end users, such that

αh(τ ′) =
P (κ||Na|) . |Na||N |

P (κ||Na|) . |Na||N | + P (κ||Na|) . |N |−|Na||N |

, (8)

and

αp(τ
′) =

P (κ||N | − |Na|) . |N |−|Na||N |

P (κ||N | − |Na|) . |Na||N | + P (κ||Na|) . |N |−|Na||N |

,

(9)
where αh and αp are the associated Priori for the handling and
pending to respond network entities, such that Na ⊆ N is the
set of available entities. The shift of services is needed when
the number of failures in the existing network increases, i.e.,
shift if αp(τ ′) > αh(τ ′). This, however, do not cover the load
and exceeding requests, which are only modeled around (6).
To cover these, the optimal control point [19] for shifting the

services for any metric in Ψτ ′ , is given based on the rewards,
as:
|M |∑
i=1

ϑi

∫ t2

0

(
mi(t)−mi(t)

)2

f(mi(t))dm−
|M |∑
i=1

ϑi ×mi(t)

|M |

<

|M |∑
i=1

ϑi

∫ t1

0

(
mi(t)−mi(t)

)2

f(mi(t))dm−
|M |∑
i=1

ϑi ×mi(t)

|M |
(10)

where the set, M , ∀m ∈ M , includes the metrics used
for obtaining Ψτ ′ and t1 < t2, and t2 ≤ τ ′, f(mi) is
the probability density function, and mi is equivalent to∫
mif(mi)dm. Here, ϑ is the reward balancing constant that

helps to control the scenarios where one metric may dominate
the other or the system is unavailable due to adjustments.

A. Conditions of reverse-osmosis

The conditions of reverse-osmosis to decide on the resources
and requests are as follows:
• Preventing Isolation: The entire approach operates with

the aim that none of the nodes in the network is isolated.
An upper limit is set on the degree of each node to ensure
that the flow of information is not to the sufficiently large
groups that may impact the privacy of the system.

• Shortest-pass Authentication: In the network, privacy is
governed by ensuring that only intended nodes receive the
particular information. This also accompanies the selec-
tion of the shortest path possible for the connected graph.
The rule of the shortest path is for the nodes already
having established a session between them. According to
this rule, the number of intermediates needs to be lower,
and the services must be allocated with criteria that a
lesser number of nodes are used to settle (6).

• Obeying Security-policies: The proposed model needs to
ensure that the rules of osmosis are accompanied by the
security policies which are never violated. Supporting
services on the servers which are having high availability
but lacks the security of the sessions and have a high
degree of connections should be avoided.

• Traceable Allocations: Concurrent requests end up at
different servers and layers. Concurrent requests make it
difficult for the allocating entity to decide on the control
of information across the network. These allocations need
to be traceable to their source such that the de-registration
process is concluded under the privacy settings.

• Decentralization: A decentralized architecture that can
trace honest and legitimate nodes is helpful to ensure that
the privacy policies are not controlled by a single entity,
and this prevents a single point of failure as well as a
single-node authorization on the resource management.

B. Assumptions of the operational model

The reverse osmotic computing-based privacy-aware re-
source management happens with the difference of the concen-
tration strategy used to filter out the requests. If the concentra-
tion strategy is not the same, then the attacker cannot decide
how the resources are allocated. However, here it is assumed
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TABLE II
DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF PRIVACY-AWARE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FOR OSMOTIC COMPUTING USING SIX DESIGN CONCEPTS IN [20].

Privacy-awareness design concepts Relevance to osmotic computing

Notice
(Lemma 4.1)

The osmotic membrane which acts upon the predefined set of rules become the advertised code of practice for resource
management. The notice of openness is decided in the formulation phase of the osmotic computing, where the resources
are decided for handling the services.

Choice and consent
(Lemma 4.1)

Users can attach additional filters to the membrane or specify their reward expectations in the safety competition (12)
as an explicit indication of their consent to use the platform. This allows users to fixate their choice based on the
current values of balancing constants. It also facilitates developing a system with additional settings and support to the
users. Safety by configuration is a key in the choice and consent of the users.

Anonymity and pseudonymity
(Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.2)

The unpredictable nature of resource management through the transitioning function (11) allows for additional memory
and bandwidth to be allocated to achieve anonymity required at the expense of reward (12). Users can also choose to
split the processing across multiple devices to remove the concentration risk of data being found at any one location.

Proximity and locality
(Lemma 4.1)

Locations that are deemed not-feasible for data use can be defined as unrecognizable components where the the
reverse-osmosis process to prevent the solvents (or services) from reaching these locations.

Security
The osmotic computing paradigm does not prevent the use of encryption to protect the data in transit or in storage.
However, at this instance, such details are beyond the modelling of the proposed system.

Access and recourse
(Lemma 4.1)

Additional filters can be attached to the membrane to define a view, modify, and delete operations. Since the underlying
configurations are actually hidden from all users (including intruders), the filters will by default be dormant and only
trigger if conditions are met.

that the servers are secure and cannot be compromised by the
intruder. Such methods in the real world may require additional
protocols to assure the safety of the system. Moreover, to
prevent an attacker from using patterns of service shifts to
trace the resources through secure migration, two strategies
can be adapted.

Case-1: All the servers store the information of another
available server, however, this may not be following the
principle of M-IoT and cannot support mobility. To resolve
mobility constraints, separate exchange protocols are expected
to be employed for sharing configurations between the servers.

Case-2: Once the network is initialized, a server is expected
to manage devices that show the configuration during the
initial session and then the server maintains the calculation
on its own to decide on the resources. The acknowledgement
message (ACK) in these case help to identify how the allocated
services are handled. The ACK can come as a flag that can
be pre-decided during the session establishment and can be
changed for each session. A situation may arise where an
attacker sends the reports to the servers to understand the
threshold used for filtering. As there is no exchange aspect
in the resource management, the decision values cannot be
manipulated. With these assumptions and support of proto-
cols, even if an attacker acquires some of the resources, it
cannot affect the management of resources. However, the
fake advertisement of resources can be one of the issues in
such an approach which is only possible if the attacker can
replace the physical credential provided by the manufacturer.
Such a threat model is beyond the scope of this solution.
In building privacy-awareness into resource management, six
design concepts of privacy-awareness [20] and anonymity
through constant randomness [26] are adapted and applied to
osmotic computing. The description and application are found
in Table II. Of the six concepts, Notice and Proximity and
locality map directly by design into the reward constants and
operations of the osmotic membrane. Choice and consent and
Access and resource are achieved through additional filters that
specify reward expectations in the safety competition, while

Anonymity and pseudonymity are achieved by the distributed
nature of the setup and over-allocating of resources to ac-
commodate indistinguishability of the services run. Security
by way of using encryption to ensure confidentiality is not
affected by osmotic computing. In access management, the
osmotic servers classify the services based on the available
resources and the decision module uses distinct constants. It
prevents the identification of an individual as every component
will be marked with a different index and different constants
will be issued for the incoming data.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

In the proposed model, osmotic computing is leveraged to
integrate the network which is used for allocating the resources
specified in the critical scenarios which involve M-IoT. Given
the particulars of mobility and having mobile terminals op-
erating between the end-users’ edge layer and switches, the
resource management is carried over the rewards associated
with the consumption of resources, which include memory,
capacity, rate and energy. A competition is formulated to
identify the controlling rewards in the system and to mark
which reward will control the resources.

A. Resource management

In this model, the network phenomenon relies on reverse
osmosis, which is an alternative to osmosis for the flow of
the solvent. The reverse osmotic part helps to retain un-
recognizable components on the servers. The unrecognizable
components include unauthorized service requests and control
conditions to select a particular server based on optimization
criteria, checkpoints, and privacy policies.

The model operates by deriving an osmotic transition func-
tion, fΨ, which is defined as

fΨ : (Na)× (X )→ (Na) ,Na ⊆ N , (11)

that takes into account the available infrastructure. (11) helps
to build a service allocation graph, G′ = (Na,X , ϑ), which
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is used to decide on the entities that will handle the given
services and the metrics that are accounted for taking the
decision on the movement of the services. The function, fΨ

can take ε and evaluate an output ϑ, such that fΨ × ε → ϑ.
The balancing constant impacts the conditions of transferring
services as well as the servers which will be available for
handling the requests. To have an effective strategy, the pro-
posed model leads to min (f (ε, τ ′)) and max (f (G′)), i.e.,
Na becomes equivalent to N after input of more resources.
These functions can be defined as per the conditions of the
network. However, at a certain timestamp, these functions are
expected to follow a particular distribution. These distributions
help to apply approximation to predict a particular failure in
the network and assure that all services are accurately allocated
to the servers, and privacy-aware safety competition has all
available input points.

Algorithm 1 Strategies for resource management
1: Input: state of the system
2: Output: Strategic shifting of services
3: Init(), t1, t2
4: while (Incoming(X ) ==True) do
5: Initialize rewards
6: set dominance {η1, η2, η3, η4}
7: if (ε(t2)) ≤ (ε(t1)) then
8: Service Shuffling(False)
9: else

10: Check for available servers: S
11: Calculate (1) using (2)-(5)
12: set max optimization criteria for (6)
13: if ((10)==True) then
14: Allocate Resources(True)
15: if (αp < αh) then
16: map: (11)
17: Resources Allocated(True)
18: else
19: reload and reset the balancing constant
20: end if
21: else
22: No shifting required
23: end if
24: end if
25: end while
26: Keep log and continue, increment timestamp

Algorithm 1 helps to realize the formation of the strategy
once the resource management procedures are initiated on
the arrival of additional services. The model operates on the
initial system and validates the conditions expressed by the
optimal control theory in (1). The effective strategy ensures
that the error rate is minimized, and the balancing constant
is appropriately derived to maintain the connectivity between
the devices. The privacy-aware service mapping is expressed
in the Algorithm 2. The procedures control the privacy policies
and control the non-legitimate services whenever the network
is introduced with new handling requests. The model used
timestamps to match and verify the requests and maintain the
freshness of data and build trust on top of privacy policies
to have an appropriate selection of the servers. Algorithm 2
maintains the continuity with a condition that balancing con-
stants and optimization criteria change for different configu-
rations. The procedures are assuring a formation of the state

Algorithm 2 Privacy-aware service mapping
1: Input: Requests, Entities, Algorithm 1 observations
2: Output: Safety-competition and rewards
3: Init(), t1, t2
4: while (Incoming(X )==True) do
5: Generate G′ = (Na,X , ϑ)

6: if (Is Distinct(δ)==True) then
7: Obtain Γ using (13)
8: if (Γ(t2) ≥ Γ(t1)) then
9: check for balancing constants

10: Initiate resource migration and balancing
11: else
12: Discard or improve Γ

13: end if
14: Generate incidence and adjacency matrices over G′

15: Match and remove redundant entities
16: set optimal points for min and max for the mapping functions
17: if (min (f (ε, τ ′)) && max (f (G′))) then
18: fetch allocated servers
19: Trace vacant slots over servers
20: Refresh G′ and re-instate min and max conditions
21: Invoke safety-competition for sharing Γ

22: else
23: Migration Infeasible(True)
24: end if
25: else
26: Update configurations and re-initiate network
27: end if
28: end while
29: Keep log and continue, increment timestamp

diagram which makes sure that no information is leaked to
an intruder. The privacy formulation atop of these algorithms
is derived as a service competition, which lets to an unbiased
decision on the metric to be used for resource management.
As an eavesdropper wants to identify these configurations, the
protection of the constants will prevent an attacker to identify
the servers which will be used for handling the requests. This
process is repeated for all timestamps, and it is helpful to
control the system till it matches τ ′. Algorithm 1 operates
over the incoming processes and solving (1) using (2)-(5),
which leads to a complexity of O (X × τ). If the number of
processes remains the same for every timestamp, then, for an
input size of 1,000,000, the output can be obtained in 5.63
seconds (approx.) on an Intel Core i7 Extreme Edition 3960X
system. The complexity of Algorithm 2 is dominated by the
approach used for generating the mapping graph and checking
the value of gap, which can be attained in O (Na + X ).

B. Privacy-aware Safety Competition

The privacy-preservation solution is expressed based on the
safety of the balancing constants and the decisions on award
constants. The safety of the configuration and constraining
them into the periphery of the secure servers allows ensures
privacy during the management of the resources. The safety
competition, SC , which is derived from the unification of
strategies defined as, δ1, δ2, δ3, . . . , δk for k available servers,
S1, S2, S3, . . . , Sk, where Sk ∈ S. The safety competition is
given as

SC,(k) = δk (Ψτ ′ , Sk, εk, ϑk) , (12)
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such that δ1 6= δ2 6= δ3 6= . . . 6= δk, even if, configurations of
servers are equal. Let Γ be the gap between the strategies
defined as the configuration rewards (inspired by Markov
Modelling [27] [28]), such that for ρ number of alternative-
strategies at each instance, the gap should be maximum,
however, ensuring that the constraints ((7)-(10)) are always
settled. This is a trade-off as a higher gap ensures better safety,
but it lowers the options if k is too large. A smaller value
of k supports privacy at lower probabilities, however, with a
possibility of brute force. Thus, the choice of strategy will
impact the privacy of the system. The gap is quantified as:

Γ(t) =

∑k
y=1 S

unique
C,(y) (t)∑k

i=1 SallC,(i)(t) +
∑k
z=1 SsameC,(z) (t)

, y 6= z, z + y = i,

(13)
where same refers to equivalent δ whereas unique means
different δ, which is the desired formation in the proposed
model. The privacy is ensured at max (Γ(t)), ∀ k ∈ S.
With this, δk will be different in each round resulting to the
maximum of gap ∀ t ∈ [0, τ ′). The solution to this safety
competition lies in the selection of non-repetitive servers for
similar types of service requests and balancing the load in
accordance with ϑ. Optimal δ helps to control the privacy of
the model and provide effective resource management even
when high mobility of devices is involved. The state-diagram,
Figure 2, helps to summarize this process of optimizing
constraints to have better privacy. The state diagram comprises
four processes which include servers and incoming service
requests, safety competition, reward-maximization, and system
decisions. The network load is taken into account to decide on
the strategies of safety competition. Following this, the model
aims to maximize the rewards (gap) and balance the constants
where optimal values help to decide for the system.

Servers and incoming 

service requests
Safety competition

Re-instantiate decision 

system and constants

Gap (rewards) 

maximization

1. Network load

2. Fetch available servers

3. Derive strategies

4. Input availability 
and service graph

5. Configure
and balance

6. Lower gap, request updates

9. Balanced constants  

7. Request 
updates  

8. New server 
updates

6’. Update systems, 
gap is max.

Fig. 2. An overview of the state diagram for handling the safety competition
in resource management.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

This section helps to understand the theoretical reachability
of the proposed solution.

Lemma 4.1 (Graph-based privacy preservation): The for-
mation of service-graph ensures the privacy of operations
via adjacency defined through the decisive-membrane of the
osmotic computing.

Proof. The proposed approach uses the balancing and
reward constants where Notice to users is achieved as part

of the osmosis. It controls the allocation of the network
facilities to request for the handling of the services to the
decision module. The strength of privacy is modelled around
the non-disclosure of the configurations. It prohibits the
intruder from identifying the state of the system, and use
any reverse mechanisms, such as brute force, to predict
the server handling a particular service. On the other hand,
valid users’ requirements by way of Choice and consent and
Access and recourse are achieved with the filters associated
with the membrane. The entire phenomenon is facilitated
by G′(τ ′) = (Na,X , ϑ) which controls the incidence and
adjacency properties of the network, where Proximity and
locality are enforced. The freshness of the strategy, δ,
prohibits an intruder from coping up with the network’s
ability to trace management strategy, thereby, achieving
Anonymity and pseudonymity. Thus, preserving the privacy
of resource management. �

Lemma 4.2 (Connection-secrecy): The proposed modeling
ensures secret allocation of resources via non-disclosed met-
rics of the privacy-aware game.

Proof. In the proposed model, the resource allocation is
attained through reward-calculations of the function operating
over memory, capacity, rate, and energy. Such a solution
can be trivial if the values of the utilization are known. The
advantage of the model lies in its strategy that derives safety
competition between the servers. This competition aims at
a maximum gap that is assumed to be shared between the
servers. No other information is passed, which prohibits an
intruder from guessing even if it breaks into the session. The
gap prevents the repetition of the allocated servers despite
having similar configurations, which may be the ones used in
the earlier round. This can be followed in (12), which helps
derive the gap, Γ(t), without exposing the metrics, at any
instance, t. �

Lemma 4.3 (Optimal point for balancing constants): The
proposed approach helps to privatize the resource management
through τ -state Priori by calculating the definite interval for
the migration of the services.

Proof. In the proposed work, the privacy-based resource man-
agement is monitored according to (10). Considering for a
single entity and only a constraint from (1), the condition can
be written, deducing discrete event

∑|M |
i=1

ϑi×mi(t)
|M | to constant

occurrence
∫ τ

0
mi

e−
m2
i

2√
2π

dm, as

ϑ


∫ τ

0

(
x− 1−e−

x2

2√
2
√
π

)2

e−
x2

2

√
2π

− xe−
τ2

2

√
2π

dx

 , (14)

where τ is the final instance, and x is the functional capacity
from the start of the system for a single input metric. Solv-
ing (14) by applying linearity and plugging in Gauss error
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Fig. 3. Memory rewards at different values of controlling constants vs.
operational time for unlimited availability of energy.

Fig. 4. Capacity rewards at different values of controlling constants vs.
operational time for unlimited availability of energy.

function, i.e. erf (x) = 2
π

∫ τ
0

e−x
2

dx, at τ > 0, yields

ϑ(

e−
τ2

2
−2τ

(((
2πτ2 − 2τ − 4π + 3

)
e2τ − 4eτ + 1

)
e
τ2

2 + 4πe2τ
)

2
5
2 π

3
2

),

(15)
which is the desired result expressing the upper limit for
initiating the resource management. Using this upper limit the
model can predict when a state of unavailability and constants
can be balanced before entering such a state. Thus, making
the proposed model undecidable for an intruder. �

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In continuity with the theoretical evaluations, which help to
understand privacy-aware properties of the proposed model,
numerical simulations were conducted to understand the per-
formance. In the evaluations, |N |=50, |S|=20, X=5, z range
between 0.01 and 0.5 (represents scarcity in the number of
available servers), β=20 GB for each server at R=256 Mbps,
λ
µ=125 Mbps, m=512 MB, ω=5, |U|=5, HRPR between 0.1 and
5, E is set at twice the amount required with Eg

βg
=0.1 and

EN
βN

=0.1, κ ranging between 0.1 and 0.9, and ϑ operating
at three different vales of 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9. In the proposed
model, the memory plays a key role in deciding on the
servers’ abilities to provide additional resources for handling
the services and depends on the layout of the network. In
the derived model, the memory rewards will decrease with

an increasing operational time considering that the services
arrive at a consistent rate following Poisson Distribution. The
rewards will help to decide how much consideration needs to
be given to the particular metric for deciding on migration
policies. With different values of η1, shown in Figure 3,
memory rewards increases and if the network can match
these awards, it can continue in the given mode, otherwise,
the services need to be switched to make sure that the gap
between the derived rewards and the actual rewards is less.
A similar strategy works for other metrics, such as capacity
rewards, and can be seen in Figure 4. If the reward constant
has a higher value, it means much preference is given to the
metric, and it becomes the dominating metric. The gap needs
to be accommodated only for the dominating metric, and the
network can continue to operate if other metrics do not result
in a maximum for the optimal control function as seen in (12)
and (13).
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Fig. 5. Optimal resource management points based on τ -Priori knowledge
only to the server deciding on the migration and allocation of services vs.
difference in τ indicating knowledge up to previous instances.
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Fig. 6. Additive rewards of the optimal control function for deciding the
movement of the service-requests using the server as a membrane.

The reward-based solution helps to understand the re-
quirement of additional resources. This depends on the prior
information until the current instance of the system. Better
availability of information means better control and the sys-
tem can wait for a longer duration before switching to the
utilization of resources and sharing the services. This can be
observed in Figure 5, which explains the optimal resource
management points based on which the server can wait for
a certain duration. In general, this is the upper limit, until
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which waiting will not impact the performance. A better value
of the balancing constant will increase the upper limit of the
optimal resource management points and offer better resource
management.

TABLE III
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED AND EXISTING SOLUTIONS.

Approach
Osmotic
paradigm

Resource
policing

Privacy-
by-design

Optimal
policing

On-demand
balancing

[15] Yes Yes No Yes Yes
[29] No Yes No Yes -
[30] Yes Yes No Yes Yes
[31] No - Yes - Yes
Proposed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

The entire evaluations come into play when the rewards of
the optimal control function are utilized to finally decide on
the movement of services, as shown in Figure 6. In numerical
evaluation, the additive strategy is used to compute these
rewards for memory, capacity, rate, and energy. The reward
constants help to decide on the requirements of the system.
In Figure 6, it can be observed that if the energy is the dom-
inating factor, the reward range of optimal function decreases
indicating the network needs to have more energy resources
to balance the resource management that can be followed
for other metrics as well. To contrast the contributions of
this work, a qualitative comparison is presented in Table III.
The table presents a key difference with approaches that offer
privacy-by design but does not consider optimal policing and
others that cover optimal policing with resource management
but do not ensure privacy awareness. In the proposed work, the
server can decide on the choice of metrics to use for services
that remain unknown to any other party trying to decide on
the configurations of the model to affect privacy. However,
including an end-to-end security protocol and authentication
and access control solutions can enhance the utilization of the
proposed model, which are beyond the scope of this article.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work supports optimal and privacy-aware resource
management using osmotic computing for AIoT. The proposed
solution provides an algorithmic solution to utilize osmosis
for building optimal control function and associated rewards,
which are operated with service graphs. A safety competition
is formed to find the optimal reward gap for resource man-
agement that maintains a check on the information leakage
by capturing τ -state Priori information of the network. The
optimal configuration reward helps to attain privacy-by-design
using osmotic computing.
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